Appendix O
Approved Sport Schedule and Sport Results Forms and Processes

Sport Schedules

All sport schedules will be developed and presented on the approved Arctic Winter Games templates contained on the Arctic Winter Games International Committee (AWGIC) website. No other logos or designation may appear on the schedules without the permission of the AWGIC.

Specific details on each sport schedule are outlined in the Arctic Winter Games Technical Package. In team sports, the schedule is to be drafted, reviewed and approved using letter (i.e. ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’) designations for teams. Once the schedule has been approved and finalized the AWGIC Technical Director will arrange for Chefs de Mission to draw lots to determine their positions in the schedule.

The Host Society may request approval to adjust the schedule after the final draw to allow for the host Unit to compete in the first game of a team sport competition. This will only be approved if it does not create an unfair advantage to any Unit.

Sport Results Forms

All sport result forms (including game sheets, statistical forms and related) will be developed and presented on the approved Arctic Winter Games templates contained on the Arctic Winter Games International Committee (AWGIC) website. No other logos or designation may appear on the schedules without the permission of the AWGIC.